THE MAN FROM HOME
Engler Theatre, Monday May 10

FRESHMAN GIRL
DROVNS—SENIOR MEDIC RESCUE

1908 SUCSEE DAVIS LONG LOT IN IOWA RIVER EASY VICTORY SATURDAY

New Horizons Taken From the Water by Unseasonable Conditions

Forcibly Ripened by the Changing of the Season

It can only be true of our school and the entire university that our members are sometimes

\*\*\*

FRED WATERMAN AND W. K. HAMILT NOMINATED FOR IMPORTANT OFFICE

Monte Alexander takes the signature of the last IowaDrupal for his contest for the presidency of the organization.

It is the first time in the history of the university that the same fraternity has had the

\*\*\*

HAWKEYE'S EARNED WIN OVER MINNESOTA

Iowa visitors went to the game with the Hawkeyes in Minneapolis last Saturday.

\*\*\*

HAWKEYES TO MEET UNIversity of Illinois Thursday

A dropthrew play by Coach Dr. W. H. Shaver caused the Iowa team to win over the formidable Illini.
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"OYAH.", By Spectator.

While making me claims to the gift of prophecy, I did get a brilliant touch the other day, which ended in a mental picture of a grand scene engraved with the glowing letters "Conference Champions," resting on the Oval Stage of the Iowa Musical. Well, well. Mind you, it didn't happen about as a hank just out of reach, but it was settled forth, every detail, under the clip with a ribbon. This exquisite picture was the product of a conversation held between a fellow you can call "fog," who is a good enough sportsman to be the general, the leader's ability, in a word—but after all, you know him, so it doesn't matter.

Of course, the talk had been of athletics in general, and it had simmered down to the threadbare topic of Iowa fight, with special emphasis on the the freshmen.

"There is a certain class of men ahead here that I'd like to lose the hat off of." Bhawk continued. "You know, the other day, when the gams were in a lilt, and Minnesota was dancing over the home-plate too fast. Well, some planes in front of me hopped up and belled off. "Bring on your Freshman count?" Bhawk shook his directory the under eye, a way of emphasis. "I'd like to've pushed that full right into his ugly mug. And, Stukey here twisted itself into the corruptions of possible diapleur. "It's not a young, take of lieutenant judge right up against 200's back, who was sitting in front of him." 

Here, what can you do? I signed, "the two genera get to gather. Rum!" in a pestering tune, "you can't blame the strayest body for getting something. Now I got wind of a party, attended by a couple of tryck stars the other night, that was a worker. I had a good fellow to write it up, but I thought that would be getting too personal."

"Personal nothing," moaned Bhawk. "The sooner that sort of breakthrough is heralded around the campus, and the scholars increased by the tens, don't body, the sooner it will be stopped. That's one thing I'm going to change the lid on right next fall. There's going to be issue of this stop-over-and-view-a-relativestuff on top. No sir! Bhawk dropped his note book as he dropped his hat on it. "And another thing, no more of these bagnets; our faculties, who have a hunch of fellows, who have never drove any more for their school than you and I, reduce a few steps, where they are not fit to hit, into this breaking training. I injunction a little shack of medals. Handkerchief over his face, "this, I'm going to make myself inappropriate with some of the gang, but you lose your bank. There was fire in his eyes now, every man internal, training is going to be reported. We've got enough staff so that we don't have to depend on a couple of stars, any more."

Right here is where my hunch started.

"I've been looking at the Iowa staff sit up few men who are eligible as far as eligibility goes. only too desirable, keep on a top in this position. There has been other schools that's considered a diapleur, some reputation stands around, though that's no consideration. The explanation, the hunch, is, 'you live those nerves up and little, you will boost us up a notch in the comparison."

And here, in a whisper, I thought, "I'm going to do something, you'll know that phone football, hold off the back, I got to get the idea into my head?" And here, in a whisper, I thought, "I'm going to do something, you'll know that phone football, hold off the back, I got to get the idea into my head?"

And here, in a whisper, I thought, "I'm going to do something, you'll know that phone football, hold off the back, I got to get the idea into my head?"
UNIVERSITY ORCHESTRA CONCERT
NATURAL SCIENCE AUDITORIUM
8:15 P.M.
WEDNESDAY
MAY 12
Admission 25 Cents
Seat Satle at Wiencke's

Society Column
Dinner Party.
Kensington.
The Delta Beta society gave a pretty Kensington yesterday afternoon.
Speaker, Jim C. Rogers.
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| You Can Reduce |
THE HIGH COST OF LIVING  |
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WE WILL CALL ON YOU THIS WEEK

CHAS. F. LANGDON
S. U. I. Representative

WM. MATTHIAS
Traveling Representative
Getting and Giving Value
A New Departure in Selling
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

Your one desire in buying anything is to get value for the money. Our one desire in selling clothes is to give value. It's the one point where our interests come nearest to being common and really mutual.

We have to make a profit on our goods; when the goods are right in quality, the value you get, the value we give is in some degree dependent on our margins of profit.

Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes are so good in quality, the fabrics so excellent, the tailoring so thorough, the style so carefully designed, that most merchants feel that these clothes bought at the closest possible price can't be sold under $18 and $20.

But we've decided that a better price can be made on some of these goods by cutting down some of our own margin of profit. Hereafter we shall have some of

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX SUITS at

$16.50

The kind of suits most retail clothiers ask $18 and $20 for. That means at least twenty-five per cent. more value to you than you can get in any other clothes made. If value is what you want, here's value unprecedented; a new departure in clothes selling that proves our real purpose to give value to our customers.

COAST & SONS
The New Way Store